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Corpus-Based Translation Induction in Indian Languages Using
Auxiliary Language Corpora from Wikipedia
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Identifying translations from comparable corpora is a well-known problem with several applications. Existing
methods rely on linguistic tools or high-quality corpora. Absence of such resources, especially in Indian
languages, makes this problem hard; for example, state-of-the-art techniques achieve a mean reciprocal rank
of 0.66 for English-Italian, and a mere 0.187 for Telugu-Kannada. In this work, we address the problem of
comparable corpora-based translation correspondence induction (CC-TCI) when the only resources available
are small noisy comparable corpora extracted from Wikipedia. We observe that translations in the source
and target languages have many topically related words in common in other “auxiliary” languages. To model
this, we define the notion of a translingual theme, a set of topically related words from auxiliary language
corpora, and present a probabilistic framework for CC-TCI. Extensive experiments on 35 comparable corpora
showed dramatic improvements in performance. We extend these ideas to propose a method for measuring
cross-lingual semantic relatedness (CLSR) between words. To stimulate further research in this area, we
make publicly available two new high-quality human-annotated datasets for CLSR. Experiments on the
CLSR datasets show more than 200% improvement in correlation on the CLSR task. We apply the method
to the real-world problem of cross-lingual Wikipedia title suggestion and build the WikiTSu system. A user
study on WikiTSu shows a 20% improvement in the quality of titles suggested.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Identifying translations between two languages using comparable corpora is a well-
known problem with several applications including cross-language retrieval and auto-
matic or machine-assisted translation systems [Schafer and Yarowsky 2002]. This prob-
lem can be viewed as a special case of the broader problem of measuring cross-lingual
semantic relatedness. In this work, we present an approach to translation induction
from comparable corpora using auxiliary languages. The modeling assumptions made
in our approach are seen to hold for the broader problem of semantic relatedness, and
we present a method for computing cross-lingual semantic relatedness. These meth-
ods have wide applicability and we present their utility through a novel application:
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Fig. 1. A subset of the translingual theme in English (words in center) for a Kannada (left)–Marathi (right)
translation pair. The arrow from w1 to w2 is labeled with the probability PCC(w2|w1) (see Section 3.2.1).

Wikipedia title suggestion. In what follows, we introduce the linguistic problems and
the application problem and discuss the gaps in the current state of the art and the
challenges involved.

1.1. Comparable Corpora-Based Translation Correspondence Induction

The task of identifying translations for terms is usually posed as one of generating
translation correspondences. A translation correspondence for a source word assigns a
score to every target word proportional to its topical similarity to the source word, so
that the translation is assigned the highest score. Comparable corpora-based1 trans-
lation correspondence induction (CC-TCI) is a popular approach for obtaining transla-
tion correspondences. Most methods use dictionaries and parsers or make assumptions
about properties of the languages involved (see Section 2). However, for many language
pairs such as in Indian languages, the CC-TCI problem poses several challenges:

—Resources such as seed bilingual lexicons and linguistic tools (POS taggers, morpho-
syntactic analyzers, etc.) required by some methods (e.g., by Andrade et al. [2013]
and Tamura et al. [2012], etc.) are not available.

—Language properties such as presence of cognates and orthographic similarity cannot
be assumed in general, ruling out some methods (e.g., by Haghighi et al. [2008] and
Koehn and Knight [2002], etc.).

—The only available cross-language resource is a comparable corpus. However, even
this is relatively small for most language pairs, so that “CC-only” methods (e.g., by
Ismail and Manandhar [2010] and Vulić et al. [2011], etc.) do not perform well.

We observe that source and target translations have many topically related words in
common in other “auxiliary” language corpora,2 which can be a useful cue for identifying
translations. To model this, we define the notion of a translingual theme (for a source–
target word pair) as a set of words derived from auxiliary language comparable corpora
that statistically co-occur with the source and target words. For example, Figure 1
shows the source–target pair /akbar/ and /akbar/ (both referring to
the proper noun “Akbar”3) from a Kannada–Marathi corpus, and a subset {“mughal,”
“shah,” “humayun,” “babur”}4 of its translingual theme derived from Kannada–English
and Marathi–English auxiliary corpora. In this work, we investigate the utility of
auxiliary language corpora for boosting CC-TCI performance. For this purpose, we
leverage Wikipedia, a large web-based multilingual encyclopedia with more than 26
million articles in 285 languages. In Wikipedia, articles in different languages on the

1In this article, the phrase “comparable corpora” is used to mean document-aligned multilingual corpora,
where the aligned documents are written in different languages and “talk about the same thing” [Gaussier
et al. 2004].
2Comparable corpora where one language is from the pair under consideration and the other can be any
other (auxiliary) language.
3Akbar was a king from the Mughal dynasty who ruled parts of North India in the 16th century A.D.
4Shah is a royal title; Humayun and Babur were both Mughal kings.
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same topic are linked (by “langlink”s), which enables us to quickly construct corpora
for a large number of language pairs.

1.2. Cross-Lingual Semantic Relatedness

Translation induction can be viewed as a special case of the broader problem of measur-
ing cross-lingual semantic relatedness (CLSR)—measuring the relatedness between
words in different languages. Such measures can be applied to many cross-lingual
tasks such as information retrieval (CLIR), text classification, machine translation,
and lexicon induction [Hassan and Mihalcea 2009]. Measuring semantic relatedness
between words in two languages is nontrivial. Previous approaches to this problem
relied on the presence of rich Wikipedia “concept” inventories [Hassan and Mihalcea
2009] or rich linguistic tools like multilingual WordNets [Navigli and Ponzetto 2012] in
the languages under consideration. However, such resources are not available in most
languages, which makes the problem especially hard for resource-scarce languages,
and very little work has been done in this area. Recently, Vulić and Moens [2013]
proposed a “comparable corpora-only” approach to cross-lingual semantic relatedness,
but they evaluated their method on the translation correspondence induction task
due to the absence of evaluation datasets for semantic relatedness. In this work, we
introduce two new human-annotated datasets for cross-lingual semantic relatedness.
We also present an auxiliary language approach for measuring semantic relatedness.
Experiments on the new datasets show that the proposed method improves semantic
relatedness measurement. These datasets have been made publicly available to enable
further research in this area.

1.3. Cross-Lingual Wikipedia Title Suggestion

To illustrate the utility of the approach on a real-world application, we consider the
cross-lingual Wikipedia title suggestion problem, which requires solving the transla-
tion induction and the semantic relatedness problems effectively. This is a relatively
new problem and especially relevant for multilingual societies. The problem stems
from the fact that the proportion of content in Wikipedia in different languages varies
widely [Udupa and Khapra 2010], and the topics covered also vary with language.
If a Wikipedia concept has no article in one language, articles in other languages
might be suggested to a multilingual user. For example (see Figure 2), an Indian user
browsing the Kannada article / / (“virus”) might want to know about

/ / (“bacteria”) and / / (“rotavirus”). There
are no articles for these concepts in Kannada, but there are articles in Hindi, viz.
/ / (“bacteria”) and / / (“rotavirus”). These titles can be sug-
gested to the user (the box at top-right in the figure) for further reading. Recently,
Bao et al. [2012] attempted a similar task using langlinks, where the setting was
restricted to source words that are Wikipedia titles. This is because Wikipedia titles
in one language have langlinks to titles in other languages, and this fact was lever-
aged in their approach. The task of suggesting target-language Wikipedia titles for
source words with no corresponding Wikipedia articles is much harder and has not
been attempted before. In the absence of langlinks, this task is difficult to solve, es-
pecially for underresourced languages without machine translation (MT), dictionaries,
parsers, and parallel corpora. In this resource-scarce setting, we attempted the title5

suggestion task using a translation induction approach, leveraging auxiliary language
document-aligned comparable corpora from Wikipedia. The resulting system WikiTSu

5In this article, we focus on Wikipedia titles that are single headwords. We plan to consider titles that are
multiword units in future work.
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Fig. 2. A multilingual user reading a Kannada article on (“virus”) (top-left) finds the words

(“toxin”), (“bacteria”), (“Archaea”) and (“rotavirus”) in-
teresting, but there are no Kannada articles for these concepts. In response, the system givesWikipedia title

suggestions (box at top-right) from Hindi and Tamil ( (“bacteria”), and so on).

can work for any Wikipedia language pair and uses a Wikipedia corpus as the only
resource.

Contributions

Our main contributions are:

—We propose a comparable corpora-only approach for improving CC-TCI in underre-
sourced Indian languages using translingual themes derived from auxiliary language
corpora. For this purpose, we define a new probabilistic notion of cross-language simi-
larity in the context of comparable corpora. We show how this notion naturally admits
auxiliary language corpora under certain assumptions. We also show how to combine
similarities from multiple auxiliary languages using a simple mixture model and use
the combined score for translation correspondence induction (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).

—We perform extensive experiments on 35 comparable corpora in nine languages from
four language families (Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, Germanic, Romance) extracted from
Wikipedia and show significant boosts (up to 124%) in performance for a state-of-
the-art CC-TCI method (Section 6.1).

—We extend the auxiliary language approach to attack the problem of CLSR (Section 4).
We show that the proposed method is significantly better at predicting semantic
relatedness scores (up to 220% improvement in rank correlation) (Section 6.2).

—We introduce two new high-quality human-annotated datasets for evaluating CLSR
(for Bengali-Marathi and Malayalam-Marathi; see Section 6.2.1 and Table XII).

—To address the cross-lingual Wikipedia title suggestion task for the difficult resource-
scarce setting, we built a system WikiTSu that works for any language pair in
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Table I. Acronyms and Notation

Acronym/Symbol Meaning

CC-TCI Comparable corpora-based translation correspondence induction
CC-CLSR Comparable corpora-based cross-lingual semantic relatedness
CC-only Using only comparable corpora
TC Translation correspondence
LX Language X
VX Vocabulary of language X
LS, LT , LA The source, target, and auxiliary languages
ST S

raw(.|.) Scoring function that generates a TC between source and target
languages

X Random variable representing the word sampled from the
LX-document in a tuple of a document-aligned comparable corpus

x The value taken by the random variable X (x ∈ VX)
PCC(.|.) Trigger probability
STA(s) Source theme for the word s ∈ VS using the auxiliary language LA

TTA(t) Target theme for the word t ∈ VT using the auxiliary language LA

TLTA(s, t) Translingual theme for the order pair (s, t)
PA(.|.) Auxiliary trigger probability
SA(.|.) Final scoring function that incorporates auxiliary language

information
AUX-COMB The proposed method for CC-TCI that uses SA(.|.)

Wikipedia, using no other resources. We show via a user study that WikiTSu does
significantly better than a state-of-the-art baseline (Sections 5 and 6.3).

—We are releasing translation correspondences for 42 language pairs (nearly 5,000
words per language pair, 10 candidates per word) for public use as probabilistic
dictionaries, as semantic networks, or as inputs to annotator tools for dictionary
building. As of today, there exist no dictionaries for most of these language pairs (see
supplementary material).

—We are making publicly available a large curated collection of comparable corpora
and gold standard translation pair sets in seven underresourced languages. We are
also releasing the code for WiCCX, 6 a tool for generating preprocessed and algorithm-
ready comparable corpora from Wikipedia dumps (see supplementary material).

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Translation Correspondence Induction Using Comparable Corpora

The problem of inducing translation correspondences from bilingual comparable cor-
pora was introduced by Rapp [1995]. There have been several approaches to this task,
differentiated by the resource assumptions made.

Knowledge-Based Approaches. Many approaches to translation correspondence in-
duction use seed lexicons, syntactic/morphological analyzers, parallel corpora, transla-
tion models, and other resources.

Andrade et al. [2013] use monolingual synonym sets to enrich the context vectors
for words in different languages but depend on a bilingual dictionary with 1.6 mil-
lion entries to make the context vectors comparable across languages. Prochasson and
Fung [2011] and Irvine and Callison-Burch [2013] formulate the TCI problem as a
classification problem that gives a binary decision for every source-target word pair
and rely on seed lexicons in their approaches. On the other hand, our formulation

6Wikipedia Comparable Corpus Extractor.
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induces a ranking over target words for a given source word, making it also useful for
tasks that require the measure of relatedness between two words. They found that the
most important feature for classification was the Wikipedia Topic feature that counts
interlingually linked Wikipedia concepts where a word pair co-occurs. However, this
dependency makes it difficult to apply on the relatively small and noisy Wikipedia
corpora that are considered in this work. Klementiev et al. [2013] attack the larger
problem of machine translation using bilingual lexicon induction as an integral step
toward that goal. They use monolingual corpora but rely on a bitext (>2,500 sen-
tence pairs) for tuning the model, and a bilingual dictionary (>49,000 entries). Laws
et al. [2010] leverage linguistic similarities between translations and estimate sim-
ilarity using a SimRank-based algorithm. The dependence on linguistic parsers (in
each language) and a bilingual lexicon to connect the graphs in different languages
make this method unsuitable for our setting. Qian et al. [2012] exploit similarities
between translations in dependency relationships with other words. They, however,
require dependency parsing tools in both languages and a seed lexicon. Laroche and
Langlais [2010] discuss several methods for translation induction and find a com-
mon theme among them—constructing context vectors for each word, enriching the
vectors using linguistic information, and using a seed lexicon to make the vectors
comparable.

Other approaches make assumptions about the languages or corpora, such as syn-
tactic structure, orthographic similarities, presence of cognates, monogenetic relation-
ships, and domain-specific content [Rapp 1999; Laroche and Langlais 2010; Haghighi
et al. 2008; Morin et al. 2008; Koehn and Knight 2002; Rubino and Linarès 2011;
Fišer and Ljubešic 2011]. Mausam et al. [2009] and Kaji et al. [2008] use existing
dictionaries to induce translation correspondences. There is also work on comparable
corpora-based named entity mining [Udupa et al. 2009; Li et al. 2011; Ji 2009], which
has a similar setting but addresses a different problem. Udupa and Khapra [2010] use
canonical correlation analysis for Wikipedia name search, and Erdmann et al. [2009]
use Wikipedia link structure for translation correspondence induction, both of which
are complementary to our statistical approach, and the methods can be combined to
improve performance.

Comparable Corpora-Only Approaches. Ismail and Manandhar [2010] and Fung
[1995] proposed methods that use only comparable corpora and were applied to rel-
atively high-quality corpora. Rapp et al. [2012] use the WINTIAN algorithm [Rapp
1996] on document-level keywords extracted from aligned comparable corpora. The
most recent work using only comparable corpora is by Vulić et al. [2011] and Vulić
and Moens [2013], who use latent space models and demonstrate good performance on
Wikipedia data.

Ravi and Knight [2011] introduced an interesting approach to learning translation
tables from corpora that are not document aligned and later added optimizations to
handle large-scale data [Ravi 2013]. This approach is useful when document-aligned
corpora are not available. This work is complementary to our approach and the two
can be combined to improve performance. For a good overview of current approaches
to CC-TCI, the reader can refer to the survey by Sharoff et al. [2013].

Improving CC-TCI. There have been efforts to improve the results from existing
methods by pre- or postprocessing. Li and Gaussier [2010] and Su and Babych [2012]
attempt to improve corpus quality before doing translation correspondence induction.
Shezaf and Rappoport [2010] take a noisy translation correspondence obtained from
any method and incorporate knowledge from monolingual corpora in the languages of
the pair to improve accuracy. Our method, on the other hand, takes a noisy transla-
tion correspondence and incorporates knowledge from comparable corpora in auxiliary
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languages to improve accuracy. These approaches are complementary to our approach,
and they can be combined to improve accuracy further.

2.2. Using Auxiliary Languages

Borin [2000] attempted to use auxiliary languages for translation correspondence in-
duction, but using parallel corpora. Mann and Yarowsky [2001], Schafer and Yarowsky
[2002], Mausam et al. [2009], and Tsunakawa et al. [2008] use existing dictionaries or
monogenetic relationships, while we work in the comparable corpora-only setting and
make no assumptions about the language family.

Auxiliary language approaches have also been used for other problems, for example,
triangulation for machine translation [Wu and Wang 2007; Cohn and Lapata 2007;
Utiyama and Isahara 2007; Dabre et al. 2014], word alignment [Kumar et al. 2007],
transliteration [Khapra et al. 2010], paraphrase extraction [Bannard and Callison-
Burch 2005], and so forth. Davidov and Rappoport [2009] use auxiliary languages
for monolingual concept extension using bilingual lexicons. Banea et al. [2010] use
auxiliary languages to improve subjectivity classification on English sentences but
rely on machine translation. Hassan et al. [2012] use auxiliary languages to improve
the estimation of semantic relatedness between texts in the same language.

While none of these methods are applicable to our setting due to the resource assump-
tions they make,7 we constructed two baselines based on the most recent work that
was applicable, viz the methods proposed by Tsunakawa et al. [2008] (Section 6.1.4).

2.3. Cross-Lingual Semantic Relatedness Using Comparable Corpora

The problem of estimating CLSR was introduced by Hassan and Mihalcea [2009]. They
leveraged the rich “concept” inventory of Wikipedia (each article is treated as a concept)
and interlanguage links to derive a method similar to Explicit Semantic Analysis
[Gabrilovich and Markovitch 2007]. However, this relies on a rich enough Wikipedia
corpus, which is not available in most languages. For example, for the language pairs
considered in our work, the size of the comparable corpora was usually less than 2,000
article pairs. Navigli and Ponzetto [2012] perform CLSR using a large multilingual
semantic network incorporating knowledge from the English WordNet and Wikipedia—
a resource unavailable to most resource-scarce languages. To the best of our knowledge,
the only work on CLSR using comparable corpora only is by Vulić and Moens [2013].
They use a multilingual topic model to learn cross-lingual semantic similarity scores.
Their setting is the closest to our work, and one of their methods (TI+Cue) is used as
our baseline.

2.4. Combination Approaches

Laws et al. [2010] represent different kinds of relationships between words on a graph
and use SimRank [Jeh and Widom 2002] to compute a combined score. Déjean et al.
[2002] combine information with a mixture model similar to ours, while Rubino and
Linarès [2011] use a voting scheme instead.

3. APPROACH USING AUXILIARY LANGUAGES

3.1. Problem Formulation

For a given language LX, let its vocabulary be denoted by the set VX. Let LS and LT
denote the source and target languages, with vocabularies VS and VT , respectively.
The translation correspondence for s ∈ VS is the set TC(s) = {(t, r)}t∈VT , where r ∈ R

7For example, Cohn and Lapata [2007] require parallel corpora to perform triangulation, and Mausam et al.
[2009] require dictionaries in multiple language pairs for inducing translations for a single language pair.
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is the topical similarity of t to s. A translation correspondence can be viewed as being
generated from a scoring function ST S

raw(·|·) : VT × VS → R+ such that ST S
raw(t|s) = r.

There exist several methods (Section 2.1) that can be used to learn a scoring function
ST S

raw(t|s) from comparable corpora.8 This function induces a ranking over the words
in VT for each word s in VS. We assume that there exists an auxiliary language LA
that has comparable corpora with LS and LT , so that we can learn scoring functions
SAS

raw(a|s), SSA
raw(s|a), ST A

raw(t|a), and SAT
raw(a|t), analogous to ST S

raw(t|s).
The objective is to compute a scoring function SA(t|s) that incorporates the knowledge

in the SXY
raw scoring functions and gives a better ranking over VT for each s.

3.2. Incorporating Information from an Auxiliary Language

3.2.1. Cross-Language Similarity in Terms of a Comparable Corpus. A document-aligned mul-
tilingual comparable corpus in l languages can be viewed as a set of tuples (each tuple
contains l documents, one per language). Consider a random experiment where we
sample a word from one of the documents of such a tuple. Define the following random
variables: let S be the word sampled from the LS-document in the tuple; let T be the
word sampled from the LT -document in the tuple. Let PCC(T = t|S = s) be the proba-
bility that the sampled LT -word is t given that a sampled LS-word is s. This probability
will be high for some values of t (i.e., for some LT -words) that are topically related to s.
This follows from the following assumptions we have made:

(1) All the documents in a tuple are on the same topic.
(2) In a document on a particular topic, most of the words are related to that topic.9

Assumption 2 implies that s and t are likely to be topically related to the documents
they are sampled from. Together with Assumption 1, this implies that s and t are likely
to be topically related to each other. In other words, PCC(T = t, S = s) will be high for s
and t that are topically related, and low for s and t that are unrelated. It follows that,
for a given s, PCC(T = t|S = s) ∝ PCC(T = t, S = s) will be high when t is topically
related to s and low for unrelated t.

For example, given that we sampled / / (“bacteria”) from the
LS-document, we are very likely to sample words like / / (“bacteria”) or

/ / (“disease”) from the LT -document.10 We can use a baseline scoring function
ST S

raw and define the trigger probability:11

PCC(t|s) � ST S
raw(t|s)∑

t′ ST S
raw(t′|s)

.

The name “trigger” indicates the process where a target word t is triggered in response
to a source word s given as a cue. This models topical relatedness in the context
of comparable corpora.12 Since this model is asymmetric (i.e. in general PCC(t|s) �=
PCC(s|t)), we can expect that the translation induction performance depends on the
choice direction of induction, and this is confirmed by our experiments (Section 6.1.5).

3.2.2. Using Translingual Themes to Compute Word Similarity. The distributional hypothesis
posits that “words that are similar in meaning occur in similar contexts” [Rubenstein

8We use the method by Vulić et al. [2011] to obtain ST S
raw , and also as the baseline (Section 6.1.3).

9This assumption does not apply to function words. In our experiments, we remove function words from all
documents as a preprocessing step.
10Here, LS = Kannada and LT = Hindi.
11We abbreviate PCC(T = t|S = s) to PCC(t|s).
12This is different from PMT(t|s), the probability that a translator would consider that t is a translation of s,
which is usually used in machine translation literature [Brown et al. 1993].
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and Goodenough 1965]. This hypothesis is not directly applicable to words in different
languages since they rarely occur together in a text. Many CC-TCI methods use a seed
bilingual dictionary to map contexts (co-occurrence profiles) to a common space where
they can be compared for words in different languages. Some methods use document
alignment in comparable corpora to model document-level co-occurrence of words across
languages. These methods rely on the quality and size of the corpora available. To
augment the data available for such methods, we use comparable corpora in auxiliary
languages. However, the new comparable corpus (in the auxiliary language) is not
document-aligned with the original source-target comparable corpus, so that existing
methods are not directly applicable. To handle this case, we build on the distributional
hypothesis as follows.

Let us call words that occur in similar contexts as distributionally similar words. We
hypothesize that words that are semantically related are distributionally similar to the
same set of words; that is, if two words occur in similar contexts with the same set of
words, then the two words are topically related. Given a source language word s, we
can get distributionally similar words in an auxiliary language using the document-
aligned comparable corpus13 in the source and auxiliary languages. We call this the
source theme. Similarly, we get auxiliary language words that are distributionally
similar to a target language word t—the target theme. If the source and target themes
have significant overlap, then it boosts our confidence that s and t are semantically
related.

Consider the example in Figure 1 of a Kannada–Marathi translation pair –
meaning the proper noun “Akbar.” Using the Kannada–Marathi Wikipedia cor-

pus, we get a low value of PCC( | ) = .005. Using document-aligned compa-
rable corpora in Kannada–English and Marathi–English, we obtain distributionally
similar English words for the source and the target words to get the source and tar-
get themes, respectively. The intersection of the two yields the translingual theme
consisting of auxiliary language words a (e.g., “akbar,” “mughal,” “shah,” “humayun,”
and “babur”), which have a high value for both PCC( |a) and PCC(a| ). This
evidence can be used to boost the score for the target candidate .

We formalize this intuition in a probabilistic framework as follows. We start with the
setting of a tuple of aligned comparable documents described in Section 3.2.1. (We will
relax this requirement later in this section.) Let A be a random variable representing
the word sampled from the LA-document in the tuple. Then, similar to PCC(t|s), we
can get PCC(t|a) and PCC(a|s),∀a ∈ VA. Our probabilistic definition allows us to write
PCC(t|s) = ∑

a∈VA
PCC(t|a, s)PCC(a|s). This formulation allows us to use information from

auxiliary languages as follows. By assuming that T is independent of S given A, we
can define the auxiliary trigger probability, 14,15

PA(t|s) �
∑

a∈VA
PCC(t|a)PCC(a|s). (1)

The independence assumption means that we are no longer constrained to use a mul-
tilingual corpus but can use several bilingual corpora—one for each language pair.
This addresses the problem of lack of document alignment between the new auxiliary

13This corpus need not be document aligned with the original corpus.
14While this equation looks identical to the triangulation equation described by Cohn and Lapata [2007],
the underlying probabilistic model there is PMT() (see footnote 9), while in our case it is PCC().
15If a word a is not present in the LA–LT corpus, we need to use a noninformative uniform back-off distribu-
tion for PCC(t|a) (as suggested by Cohn and Lapata [2007] for dissimilar corpora).
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language corpus and the original corpus. This is critical, since multilingual corpora are
far more difficult to obtain than bilingual corpora.16

Translingual themes. Summing over the entire auxiliary language vocabulary
VA in Equation (1) introduces a lot of noise [Ismail and Manandhar 2010] and is
computationally expensive. We need a more focused and reliable indicator of topical
relatedness. For this purpose, we construct a translingual theme for a given word pair—
a set of words in the auxiliary language that are highly related to both the source and
the target words—and use that in the previous formulation.

We define the source theme for s as

STA(s) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

a ∈ VA :

(i) ∀a′ ∈ VA − STA(s), we have PCC(a|s) ≥ PCC(a′|s).
(ii)

∑
a∈STA(s) PCC(a|s) ≥ τ , but for any b ∈ STA(s)

we have
∑

a∈STA(s)\b PCC(a|s) < τ.

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

. (2)

In other words, we arrange the auxiliary language words in the descending order of
trigger probability, start selecting the top-ranked words, and stop when the total prob-
ability mass of the selected words reaches a threshold τ . The ordering step ensures
that we give preference to highly related words, and the thresholding step prevents the
inclusion of noise by excluding low-probability words. We use this kind of cumulative
probability thresholding instead of simply choosing the top k words for two reasons:
(1) if a few auxiliary language words are highly related (and carry most of the probabil-
ity mass), then the top k would contain low-probability noise words, and (2) if we have
a relatively large number of related auxiliary language words (each with moderate
probability mass), then we would lose this information if we use only the top k words.
Using cumulative probability thresholding mitigates both of these problems.

The threshold τ takes a value in the range [0, 1]. A value closer to 0 allows a few
highly related words into the source theme but makes it difficult to compare with the
target theme if there is not enough overlap. A value closer to 1 allows a large chunk
of the auxiliary language vocabulary into the source theme, increasing noise, and also
makes the computation very slow. The best value for the threshold τ ∈ [0, 1] can be
determined empirically.17

A symmetric definition for the target theme for t can be obtained by replacing PCC(a|s)
by either PCC(a|t) or PCC(t|a) in Equation (2). Since Equation (1) uses PCC(t|a), and
because PCC is not symmetric (as discussed in Section 3.2.1), we should not use PCC(a|t)
in the definition of the target theme. Using PCC(t|a) is also problematic because, for two
different auxiliary language words a and a′, the probabilities PCC(t|a) and PCC(t|a′) are
derived from two different distributions (determined by the conditioning) and cannot
really be compared or summed up, as required by the definition in Equation (2). For
these reasons, we define the target theme for t as

TTA(t) = {a ∈ VA : t ∈ STT (a)};
that is, we take auxiliary language words that have t in their source themes. In other
words, these are auxiliary language words for which t has a high trigger probability.
Finally, we define the translingual theme for the ordered pair (s, t) as

TLTA(s, t) = STA(s) ∩ TTA(t).

For the example in Figure 1, T LT{en}( ) ={“akbar,” “mughal,” “shah,”
“humayun,” “babur”}. The auxiliary trigger probability given in Equation (1) is now

16As shown in the supplementary material, the trilingual corpora formed using the language pair and the
auxiliary language were too small to learn useful topic models.
17We found that a value of τ in the range [0.7, 0.9] gave good performance.
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Fig. 3. Simple combining model.

redefined as

PA(t|s) �
∑

a∈T LTA(s,t) PCC(t|a)PCC(a|s). (3)

In the rest of this article, we will use the previous definition of auxiliary trigger prob-
ability. We use PA(t|s) as a measure of the topical similarity between t and s. For the
example in Figure 1, we compute PA() as follows:

P{en}( )

= ∑
a∈T LT{en}( )

PCC( )PCC( )

= PCC( |mughal)PCC(mughal| ) + · · · + PCC( |babur)PCC(babur| )
= .041 × .010 + · · · + .028 × .015 = .0014.

3.3. Model for Combining Languages

Since both PCC(t|s) and PA(t|s) are imperfect indicators of translation correspondence,
we would like to combine both scores but weight the contribution of each distribution
according to its performance on a small development set. Consequently, we chose a
simple mixture model for combining information. The generative story for the model
(Figure 3) is as follows:

(1) Sample a source word s uniformly from the source vocabulary VS.
(2) For each s:

(a) Sample e ∼ Discrete(λ). (e is one of the mixture components.)
(b) Sample t ∼ Discrete(βes). (A mixture component is a discrete distribution over

the target vocabulary.)

We can learn the distributions P0(t|s) � PCC(t|s) and Pj(t|s) � P ′
Aj

(t|s), j = 1 . . . E for
the auxiliary language set A = {Aj}E

j=1 using a set of comparable corpora.18 We have

p(t|s, λ) =
∑

e

p(t, e|s, λ) =
∑

e

p(e|s, λ)p(t|e, s, λ) =
E∑

j=1

p(e = j|λ)p(t|e = j, s, λ)

=
E∑

j=0

λ jβ jst,

where β jst � Pj(t|s) and λ j � p(e = j|λ) ≥ 0 for j = 0 . . . E, and
∑E

j=0 λ j = 1. Given a
small development set of source-target translation pairs {(sn, tn)}N

n=1,19 we can learn λ
by grid search or by maximizing the log-likelihood

∑
n log

∑
j λ jβ jsntn w.r.t. λ, subject to

18In our experiments, we have tried E = 1, 2, and 3.
19Note that this development set of a few (<100) translation pairs is different from the seed lexicons
mentioned in Section 1, which are bilingual lexicons of a few thousand translation pairs that are used
by some methods (e.g., by Tamura et al. [2012]) to bootstrap cross-language comparisons. We do not use such
seed lexicons.
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the constraints mentioned previously. For the maximum likelihood approach, we used
the Expectation–Maximization (EM) algorithm.20 We initialize λ randomly, and then
use the following updates till convergence:

bnj = β jsntnλ j∑
j ′ β j ′sntnλ j ′

, λ j =
∑

n bnj∑
j ′
∑

n bnj ′
.

We do multiple random initializations and keep the λ with the best likelihood. Having
learned λ, we can compute p(t|s, λ) for any word pair (s, t). The new scoring function
SA() is defined as SA(t|s) � p(t|s, λ) = ∑E

j=1 β jstλ j . The translation correspondence for s
is defined as TC(s) = {(t, SA(t|s))}t∈VT , and the translation candidate t∗ for s is defined as
t∗ = arg maxt SA(t|s). Through β, other cues can also be introduced, for example, other
scoring functions on the same corpus, limited-coverage dictionaries, and multilingual
WordNets.

In the example in Figure 1, P0( ) = PCC( ) = .005.
This is the score from the baseline method TI+Cue (or ST S

raw). P1( ) =
P{en}( ) = .0014. The estimated value of λ from the training pairs was
(λ0 = 0.37, λ1 = 0.63). The score from the proposed scoring function is

S{en}( ) = λ0 P0( ) + λ1 P1( )
= .37 × .005 + .63 × .0014 = .0027.

Note that even though S{en}( ) = .0027 < .005 = PCC( ), the
rank of the translation changes from 6 (using PCC) to 3 (using S{en}). This is
because using the auxiliary language information helps us to reject false positives
among the translation candidates generated by PCC by shrinking their S{en} score much
more than for the translation.

4. MODELING SEMANTIC RELATEDNESS

The trigger probability PCC(t|s) models the topical relatedness between words in differ-
ent languages, as described in Section 3.2, and is not just a probability of translation.
This probability is conceptually similar to the conditional probability defined for cross-
lingual lexical triggers described by Kim and Khudanpur [2004], where the authors
model the fact that the presence of a particular word in a document signals the exis-
tence of topically related words in a comparable document in another language. This
idea also relates to the definition of semantic relatedness in terms of semantic word
responses proposed by Vulić and Moens [2013]. The authors describe the process of gen-
erating semantically related words in terms of the process by which humans produce
words as free word associations given some cue word. This suggests that the trigger
probability PCC(·|·) could be used for modeling semantic relatedness as well.

Kim and Khudanpur [2004] argue that the trigger probability is closely related to
statistical measures such as mutual information. This is consistent with previous work
that successfully used pointwise mutual information (PMI) as a measure of semantic
relatedness [Turney 2001; Bollegala et al. 2007]. In our setting, PMI is not directly
applicable as the computation of the terms p(s, t), p(s), and p(t) as described in previous
work is not possible. Hence, we used the available information (trigger probabilities) to
arrive at a formulation that is conceptually similar to PMI. For a given word pair (s, t)
in source and target languages, we can get the trigger probabilities p(t|s) and p(s|t).
The semantic relatedness score SR for (s, t) is defined as SR(s, t) � log p(t|s)p(s|t). This

20We report results using the grid search in the article and the results using the EM algorithm in the
supplementary material.
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can be viewed as a function of the PMI as follows:

SR(s, t) = log p(t|s)p(s|t) = log
p(t, s)
p(s)

p(s, t)
p(t)

= log p(s, t) + PMI(s, t).

This formulation also ensures that:

(1) the semantic relatedness score is symmetric (i.e., SR(s, t) = SR(t, s)), and
(2) we do not need to compute any quantities that are not part of our model (e.g., p(s, t),

p(s), p(t), etc.). The trigger probabilities are the only quantities required.

5. APPLICATION TO CROSS-LINGUAL WIKIPEDIA TITLE SUGGESTION

In cross-lingual Wikipedia Title suggestion, the input is a word in the source language
and the task is to generate a word in the target language that is also a Wikipedia title.
Since the target translation may not always be the title of a Wikipedia article, the
requirement is to generate a word that is most related to the source word. Thus, the
task has elements of both the translation correspondence induction task (generation of
a single response word in the target language) and the cross-lingual semantic related-
ness task (generation of semantically related words in other languages). This task is
similar in spirit to the semantic word responding activity described in Section 4. This
suggests the use of trigger probabilities to generate the title suggestion. The semantic
word responding activity and the title suggestion task are not symmetric. For example,
the first response to “Neil Armstrong” might be “moon,” but the first response to “moon”
is unlikely to be “Neil Armstrong.” This is naturally modeled using the trigger prob-
abilities, and the symmetrization achieved by the semantic relatedness score SR(s, t)
is not useful here. Hence, we used the following procedure to generate the Wikipedia
title suggestion: given the source word s, sort the target words t in descending order of
trigger probability p(t|s) and choose the first word t that is also a Wikipedia title. In
the current work, we have focused on Wikipedia titles that are single headwords. We
plan to consider titles that are multiword units in future work.

6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We present three sets of experiments to address the three main tasks discussed in
the preceding sections. In Section 6.1, we discuss the results on comparable corpora-
based translation correspondence induction. The datasets described in this section were
also used for the other tasks. The newly created datasets for cross-lingual semantic
relatedness and the correlation experiments are described in Section 6.2. Finally, we
describe a user study to evaluate the performance of the WikiTSu system on the cross-
lingual Wikipedia title suggestion task in Section 6.3. In the remainder of this section,
we refer to our method for CC-TCI as AUX-COMB, our method for CC-CLSR as
AUX-COMB-SR, and our method for Wikipedia title suggestion as AUX-COMB-WTS.
Analogously, we refer to the application of the TI+Cue method to the three tasks as
TI+Cue, TI+Cue-SR, and TI+Cue-WTS, respectively.

6.1. Translation Correspondence Induction

We evaluated the AUX-COMB method on 21 language pairs derived from seven In-
dian languages from two language families—Indo-Aryan: Bengali (bn), Hindi (hi), and
Marathi (mr); and Dravidian: Kannada (kn), Malayalam (ml), Tamil (ta), and Telugu
(te). We used three auxiliary languages from different language families—Germanic:
English (en), Romance: French (fr), and Indo-Aryan: Hindi. We extracted 35 compa-
rable corpora (624,856 documents in total) from Wikipedia, which were the largest
corpora possible (using all available langlinks). We used a state-of-the-art method for
TCI to measure the impact of incorporating auxiliary languages.
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6.1.1. Corpus and Gold Standard. We used articles from Wikipedia in nine languages21

as the corpus for our experiments. The data was processed using WiCCX, a tool for
preparing Wikipedia corpora. The tool was also used to compile translation pairs using
langlinks to use as the gold standard for evaluating CC-TCI. More details about the
corpora and the gold sets, the steps involved in their preparation, and some analysis
about the size and quality of the data are given in the supplementary material.

6.1.2. Evaluation Procedure. The gold-standard translation pair sets for some of the
language pairs were quite small. To mitigate this problem, we used Monte Carlo cross-
validation, which has been shown to be asymptotically consistent [Picard and Cook
1984], resulting in more pessimistic predictions of the test data compared with normal
cross-validation. The gold sets were divided into development and test sets in kdifferent
ways by random sampling.22 The size of the development set d was fixed at 4023 for all
language pairs, and the remaining translation pairs were used for testing.

Evaluation Measures. Given a test set in languages L1 and L2, for each word in L1 in
the test set, each method was used to generate a ranked list of candidate words in L2.
Similarly, L1 candidates were generated for L2 words. Each ranked list was evaluated
in terms of mean reciprocal rank (MRR) [Voorhees 1999].24 Let tr(w) be the translation
of w in the gold set. Given a ranked list generated for w, RR(w) = 1

Rank of tr(w) in the list .
The reciprocal ranks were averaged over all words in the test set and then averaged
over all k folds in the cross-validation to get the final score.

Since the gold sets differed between experiments, the scores are not directly compa-
rable. Instead, we report performance improvement over the baseline score (computed
on the same gold set).25

6.1.3. Scoring Function and Baseline. Given the noisy nature of the Wikipedia corpus, we
chose the TI+Cue method as our baseline. The TI+Cue method is a state-of-the-art
method for CC-TCI, proposed by Vulić et al. [2011]. It is based on topic models [Mimno
et al. 2009], which work at the coarser level of topics (rather than words, or documents),
and hence can be expected to smooth out noise better. This method also yielded the
scoring functions SXY

raw (as described in Section 3.1), which was used by AUX-COMB
and is described in the supplementary material.

For bilingual topic modeling, we used the Mallet toolbox26 with the following config-
uration: regex for importing data = “[\p{L}\p{M}]+”, number of topics K = � #doc pairs

10 ,
α = 50

K , β = 0.01, number of iterations = 1,000 (estimation) and 100 (inference), and
burn-in period = 100 iterations.

6.1.4. Auxiliary Language Method Baselines. As discussed in Section 2.2, previous ap-
proaches to using auxiliary languages used resources that are not available in
our setting. The available resources in our setting are (1) comparable corpora and
(2) translation correspondences induced from the corpora by a state-of-the-art CC-TCI
method (TI+Cue). Using these resources, we constructed two baselines as follows:

21http://dumps.wikimedia.org/.
22We fixed k = 10 in our experiments.
23We set d = 35 for A = {en, f r}, and d = 25 for A = {en, f r, hi}, since some language pairs had very small
reduced gold sets.
24We also measured “Presence-at-k” (Pres@k) for k = 1 and 5. In general, these measures showed the same
trends as MRR. The details are given in the supplementary material.
25We report the absolute scores for the baseline on G({en}) in Table II to give the reader an idea of the
absolute MRR scores. The absolute scores for all cases are reported in the supplementary material.
26http://mallet.cs.umass.edu.
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Table II. Absolute Performance (in Terms of MRR) of TI+Cue
on the English Gold Set G({en}) (Poorly Performing Language Pairs Are in Bold)

MRR bn hi kn ml mr ta te
bn – .3174 .1842 .2422 .2439 .2923 .2271
hi .284 – .2837 .2408 .3145 .283 .2942
kn .2113 .2966 – .1273 .165 .2342 .2313
ml .2500 .3228 .1522 – .2226 .2416 .2381
mr .2230 .349 .1403 .1876 – .2832 .2488
ta .2731 .3232 .241 .2472 .2511 – .2483
te .2506 .2943 .1748 .3543 .2318 .2571 –

ALB-SS. Given the source-auxiliary translation correspondence TCA(s) =
{(a, PCC(a|s))}a∈VA, we take a∗ = arg maxa∈VA PCC(a|s) and set the source-target trans-
lation correspondence TCT (s) = T CT (a∗) = {(t, PCC(t|a∗))}t∈VT ; that is, we take the
top-ranked auxiliary language translation and use its target translation correspon-
dence. We call this the auxiliary language baseline where we have a strong source
(ALB-SS); that is, the source-auxiliary translation correspondence is treated as
strong evidence.
ALB-ST. Given the auxiliary-target translation correspondence TCT (a) =
{(t, PCC(t|a))}t∈VT , we take t∗

a = arg maxt∈VT PCC(t|a) for each a ∈ VA and set the
source-target translation correspondence TCT (s) = {(t∗

a , PCC(a|s))}a∈VA. In other
words, we use the source-auxiliary translation correspondence but replace each
auxiliary language word by its top-ranked target language translation. We call this
the auxiliary language baseline where we have a strong target (ALB-ST); that is,
the auxiliary-target translation correspondence is treated as strong evidence.

It is natural to conceive of a baseline where both the source and target evidence are
treated as strong evidence. This treatment effectively results in bilingual dictionar-
ies induced by taking the top-ranked candidate from every translation correspon-
dence. More precisely, we construct a source-auxiliary bilingual lexicon {(s, a)}s∈VS,a∈VA

by collecting all word pairs (s∗, a∗) that satisfy either a∗ = arg maxa∈VA PCC(a|s∗) or
s∗ = arg maxs∈VS PCC(s|a∗). Similarly, we construct a target-auxiliary bilingual lexicon.
Given this additional resource, we can consider dictionary-based auxiliary language
methods for comparison. The work by Tsunakawa et al. [2008] is the most recent work
in this area.27 We consider two of the three methods proposed by them as baselines,
viz. exact merging (TsuEM) and alignment-based merging (TsuAM).28 The reader is
referred to the paper by Tsunakawa et al. [2008] for the details of these two methods.29

6.1.5. Discussion of Results. The performance of the TI+Cue method for G(en) is shown
in Table II (also see Section 6.1.2). The number in row LS and column LT is the
performance measured when identifying translations for LS words in LT . It can be
seen that MRR is in the range [0.2,0.3] for most language pairs, and even lower for
bn-kn, kn-ml, kn-mr, and ml-mr, which have small corpora sizes (<1,000). We believe
that using auxiliary language corpora will be especially useful for such language pairs.

27The methods proposed by Mausam et al. [2009] mainly leverage the existence of multiple dictionaries in
several languages in order to induce translations for a particular language pair. This is not available in our
setting.
28The third method, viz. word-based merging, is identical to exact merging in our case, since we consider
only single-word units in this article.
29In the case of alignment-based merging, we used a large monolingual Wikipedia corpus to estimate the
monolingual language model, rather than using the Google hit count as suggested by the authors.
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Table III. Absolute Performance (in Terms of MRR) of ALB-SS on G(en)

MRR bn hi kn ml mr ta te
bn – .1209 .1258 0.0699 .0831 .0326 .099
hi .0987 – .0629 .0936 .0677 .0769 .1009
kn .0792 .0805 – .0386 .0232 .0442 .1018
ml .0878 .1136 .0513 – .0538 .0494 .0765
mr .0854 .1047 .0489 .0685 – .0208 .0545
ta .0786 .0598 .051 .0608 .0199 – .058
te .0744 .0813 .0894 .0915 .035 .04 –

Table IV. Absolute Performance (in Terms of MRR) of ALB-ST on G(en)

MRR bn hi kn ml mr ta te
bn – .0425 .0687 .0307 .0467 .0234 .0486
hi .0224 – .0378 .0228 .0492 .0461 .0353
kn .0432 .029 – .0146 .0602 .0352 .0559
ml .0349 .0223 .0098 – .0329 .0079 .0072
mr .0616 .0781 .0432 .0184 – .0148 .0154
ta .0379 .033 .0191 .0093 .0217 – .0274
te .0456 .0452 .0343 .0329 .0485 .0417 –

Table V. Absolute Performance (in Terms of MRR) of TsuEM on G(en)

MRR bn hi kn ml mr ta te
bn – .0446 .1017 .0223 .0378 .0384 .0528
hi .0354 – .0419 .0342 .0491 .0511 .0332
kn .1774 .0759 – .025 .0463 .038 .0705
ml .056 .0733 .0086 – .0323 .0574 .0181
mr .0466 .0801 .0088 .0311 – .0316 .0334
ta .0242 .0245 .0304 .0154 .0299 – .0499
te .1021 .0489 .0434 .0244 .0149 .1163 –

Auxiliary Languages Boost Performance. The performance of the baseline auxiliary
language methods for G(en) is given in Tables III, IV, V, and VI. We see poor perfor-
mance when compared to TI+Cue. We feel this is because choosing only the top-ranked
word from the auxiliary language vocabulary forces us to ignore the information present
in the rest of the vocabulary. We think this information can be effectively tapped using
translingual themes. Table VII shows the improvement in MRR for AUX-COMB (which
uses translingual themes) with English as the auxiliary language.30 We see reasonable
improvement in MRR in general, with large improvements (up to 91%) for some lan-
guage pairs. We see similar behavior with French and Hindi as the auxiliary language
(Tables VIII and IX). To show the contribution of the auxiliary language model, we
shade each cell in Table VII proportional to λ{en}, the component of λ corresponding to
P{en}. The minimum and maximum values of λ{en} were 0.51 and 0.81, respectively, and
the mean and median values were both 0.65.

30We report the percentage improvement rather than the absolute scores for ease of comparison. The absolute
scores are documented in the supplementary material. We used the mean MRR across samples and omit
variances due to lack of space (e.g., the average variance was .04 for S{en}()).
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Table VI. Absolute Performance (in Terms of MRR) of TsuAM on G(en)

MRR bn hi kn ml mr ta te
bn – .0905 .0811 .0582 .063 .0964 .0787
hi .0656 – .0591 .0319 .0699 .0466 .0478
kn .1354 .145 – .0812 .0276 .0874 .0811
ml .0442 .1005 .0653 – .0361 .0504 .0345
mr .0724 .1967 .0682 .0601 – .0531 .0715
ta .0507 .0417 .0577 .0325 .0289 – .1015
te .1009 .089 .0801 .0822 .024 .0771 –

Table VII. Percentage Performance Improvement (over Baseline MRR)
of AUX-COMB Using S{en}() (the Shading Darkness of a Cell Is Proportional to λ{en})

Table VIII. Percentage Performance Improvement (over Baseline MRR)
of AUX-COMB Using S{fr}()

%Imp bn hi kn ml mr ta te
bn – 32.50 60.04 34.47 23.59 24.13 27.52
hi 21.37 – 22.92 31.38 8.63 18.50 19.71
kn 43.11 19.85 – 70.15 32.83 51.69 44.58
ml 22.28 16.10 55.33 – 11.07 28.29 39.10
mr 33.30 26.59 49.07 22.73 – 10.22 36.64
ta 33.63 11.59 24.97 21.37 7.51 – 18.22
te 20.44 18.15 59.24 −2.52 24.32 36.07 –

We tried AUX-COMB with two31 auxiliary languages to study the impact of using
more languages (Table X).32 The results are much better than when a single auxiliary
language is used (we see up to 124% improvement). For example, for mr-ml, the im-
provement obtained using en and fr was 39% and 22%, respectively, and using both was
83%. We see similar results for kn-te, te-mr, and so forth. We see robust performance
for most of the 21 language pairs and for both directions.

Asymmetric Performance. As anticipated in Section 3.2, we see an asymmetry in
performance for a single language pair; for example, MRR for te–ml is 0.3543, while
MRR for ml–te is 0.2381. Since the auxiliary models also have the same property, we
see that the performance improvement is also not symmetric—even if the baseline
performance happens to be symmetric. For example, MRR values for ta–te are 0.25 and
0.26, while the improvements are 21% and 42%.

31The model allows the inclusion of any number of auxiliary languages. However, our experimental setup
requires the training pairs to be present in every auxiliary language corpus, so as to accurately measure
the contribution of each auxiliary language. This restriction resulted in very small training sets when using
three or more auxiliary languages, for example, |G({en, fr, hi})| = 37 for kn-ml. For this reason, we did not
try with more auxiliary languages for our chosen set of language pairs.
32Due to the very poor performance of the auxiliary language baselines on G(en), they were not considered
for further experiments, and we report only the results for AUX-COMB.
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Table IX. Percentage Performance Improvement (over Baseline MRR)
of AUX-COMB Using S{hi}()

%Imp bn hi kn ml mr ta te
bn – – 61.78 26.08 23.37 23.79 25.32
kn 29.79 – – 34.68 18.85 40.08 54.47
ml 12.22 – 72.33 – 25.58 44.09 33.28
mr 15.15 – 71.11 33.61 – 24.24 37.81
ta 19.71 – 24.14 13.63 19.46 – 34.99
te 20.71 – 76.78 19.59 53.45 54.93 –

Table X. Percentage Performance Improvement (over Baseline MRR) of AUX-COMB Using S{en,fr}()

%Imp bn hi kn ml mr ta te
bn – 36.05 92.45 42.59 26.95 41.55 46.90
hi 24.96 – 31.77 28.94 34.75 25.95 43.81
kn 53.36 27.27 – 82.33 89.51 52.03 94.75
ml 13.98 22.83 51.72 – 23.26 18.77 68.03
mr 32.10 35.66 95.94 83.78 – 12.48 42.36
ta 39.64 17.78 23.22 15.50 19.12 – 45.39
te 33.60 38.21 124.54 10.24 70.74 55.37 –

Table XI. Examples: For Each Source kn Word, We Generate the Translation Correspondence Using TI+Cue and
Using AUX-COMB (with S{en,fr}) and Show (a) the Top-Ranked te Word, and (b) the Rank of the te Translation

Examples from kn-te. Table XI shows examples for kn-te. For each kn word, we take
the translation correspondences using TI+Cue and AUX-COMB (with S{en,fr}()) and
show the te word at rank 1 and the rank of the correct te translation. We found that
the top-ranked terms from both approaches were topically related, but the translation
was not usually at rank 1. However, AUX-COMB is able to use evidence from multiple
languages and boost the probability of the translation so that it is ranked higher.

6.1.6. Further Analysis for AUX-COMB.
Small Development Sets Are Enough. We analyzed how sensitive our method was to

the size of the development set used for learning the mixture weights λ. We chose a
language pair (mr-te) that had a sufficiently large gold set to allow development set
size ablation, and sufficiently high performance to allow both positive and negative
variation. In Figure 4 (left), we see the performance of AUX-COMB for different devel-
opment set sizes. We see a gradual increase in performance as development set size
increases. For just 10 pairs, the performance is nearly as good as the performance for
70 pairs. The trend for te-mr was very similar. This suggests that we can learn the
model with very few translation pairs, which is useful in a low-resource setting.

Both Rare and Frequent Words Do Better. We analyzed how our method performed on
words with different collection frequencies. For the language pair te-mr, we plotted the
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Fig. 4. Left: Performance for different development set sizes for mr-te. Right: Performance improvement for
te terms with different collection frequencies, for te-mr with Sen().

collection frequency of te words versus percent improvement in MRR (Figure 4 (right)).
We observe improvement over a wide range of frequencies, suggesting that the method
is suitable for both rare and frequent words. The observations were similar for mr
terms as well. We performed similar analyses for other term properties, viz. document
frequency and average document count, and observed similar behavior.

6.2. Cross-Lingual Semantic Relatedness

The standard way to evaluate measures of semantic relatedness is to compute the
agreement with human-assigned scores. A set of word pairs is selected and human
annotators are asked to manually assign each pair a relatedness score. Each pair is
scored by at least two annotators and the scores are treated as valid only if they
show good agreement. A higher agreement value indicates better consensus among
annotators on the score to be assigned to different word pairs. Finally, the scores from
different annotators are averaged to arrive at the final score for each word pair. This is
the gold standard used to evaluate the algorithmic measures. The algorithm we want to
evaluate is used to generate relatedness scores for each pair in the gold standard, and
correlation between the generated scores and the gold standard scores are reported. A
higher correlation is treated as an indication that the algorithm is better at mimicking
human judgments of semantic relatedness. We used this experimental approach to
compare the AUX-COMB-SR method with the TI+Cue-SR baseline.

Human annotation is expensive and it would be difficult to create gold standards
for all 21 language pairs used in our study. Given the limitations of time and budget,
we created gold standard datasets for three language pairs, such that we have one
Indo-Aryan–Dravidian pair (Marathi–Malayalam), one Indo-Aryan–Indo-Aryan pair
(Bengali–Marathi), and one Dravidian–Dravidian pair (Malayalam–Tamil). However,
the Malayalam–Tamil dataset did not meet our quality standards and could not be used
for further experiments. In the following, we report the results for Bengali–Marathi
and Malayalam–Marathi.

6.2.1. New Datasets for CLSR. We took the 100 most frequent words from each language
in each language pair and generated the Cue score [Vulić et al. 2011] for all words in
the other language in the pair. For each word, we took the highest probability word in
the other language and formed a pair. We combined the sets to get 200 word pairs for
each language pair. This data was rated by annotators (graduate students).

Annotation Task Design. Given the diverse nature of the languages we chose to
evaluate, it was difficult to find annotators well versed in both the languages in each
pair. To work around this problem, we designed the annotation exercise as follows.
We identified a volunteer for each language in the language pair. The volunteer was
required to be a native speaker in the language assigned to him or her. The two
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Table XII. Details of Two New Datasets for Semantic Relatedness:
The Interannotator Agreements (in Terms of Krippendorff’s α)

for the Popular WordSim353 Dataset Are Given for Comparison

Language Pair #Word Pairs Krippendorff’s α

bn-mr 127 0.846
ml-mr 161 0.882
WordSim353–Set 1 153 0.667
WordSim353–Set 2 200 0.471

volunteers for a language pair were asked to sit together and review each word pair
in their assigned dataset. Each volunteer was asked to describe all known meanings
of the word in his or her chosen language to the other volunteer, and vice versa. After
the meanings of both words were clear to both volunteers, the volunteers were asked
to stop discussing and spend some time in isolation to form an independent judgment
of the semantic relatedness of the two words and record a relatedness score for that
word pair. The volunteers were instructed to abstain from discussing their relatedness
judgments and from revealing their scores. All annotation exercises were done under
the continuous supervision of one of the authors to ensure that the instructions were
strictly followed.

The relatedness score was required to be a real number between 0 and 10, where 0
indicates that the words are totally unrelated, and 10 indicates that the words are prac-
tically synonymous. We asked the annotators to consider antonyms as related (since
they are features of the same concept), rather than unrelated. If a word was repeated,33

or if an annotator could not identify the meanings of a word, the corresponding word
pair was discarded from the dataset. We average the score for each word pair; this is
the gold standard.

Interannotator Agreement. For each dataset, we evaluated the interannotator agree-
ment to verify the quality of the annotation. The Cohen κ coeffiecient, which is fre-
quently used for quantifying interannotator agreement, is defined for categorical an-
notations, and not suitable for our task where the annotations are real numbers. We
instead use the Krippendorff α coefficient [Krippendorff 2004], which is suitable for
content annotation tasks with real numbers [Artstein and Poesio 2008] and is widely
used in content analysis tasks [Krippendorff 2012].

To use Krippendorff ’s α, we need to define a distance metric d between the scores r
and r′ given by the two annotators for a word pair, where d(r, r′) indicates how different
r and r′ are. For example, a simple distance metric could be d(r, r′) = 0 if r = r′, and 1 if
r �= r′. This distance metric would be suitable for annotations that are class labels and
where disagreement on any two classes is equally bad. For our task, which involves
real numbers as scores, we would like to capture the extent of disagreement between
the two scores (r, r′); for example, (2,7) is a stronger disagreement than (4,5). Also, we
would like penalize stronger disagreements more than weak disagreements like (4,5).
Hence, we defined the distance metric as d(r, r′) = (r − r′)2, which has the required
properties.34

Some details of the gold standard semantic relatedness datasets for Bengali–
Marathi (bn-mr) and Malayalam–Marathi (ml-mr) are given in Table XII. For the

33Due to the absence of morphological analyzers, we could not perform lemmatization on the corpora. Due
to this, different forms of the same word exist as different terms in the vocabulary. For this task, we treated
the variations of a word as identical to each other.
34We used the Python library by Passonneau et al. [2008] for computing Krippendorff ’s α (available at
http://cswww.essex.ac.uk/Research/nle/arrau/Lippincott/agreement.tgz) and modified it to incorporate our
distance metric.
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Table XIII. Correlation of the Semantic Relatedness Scores Generated by TI+Cue-SR and AUX-COMB-SR
with the Average Relatedness Score Given by Human Annotators (the Correlations Marked with

∗ Were Statistically Significant with p < 0.01)

Correlation Coefficient
bn-mr ml-mr

TI+Cue-SR AUX-COMB-SR TI+Cue-SR AUX-COMB-SR
Pearson’s ρ 0.33* 0.43* 0.19 0.35
Spearman’s ρ 0.27* 0.37* 0.09 0.30*
Kendall’s τ 0.19* 0.27* 0.07 0.21*

sake of comparison, we computed the Krippendorff α values on the WordSim353
dataset [Finkelstein et al. 2001] (which includes the Miller-Charles dataset [Miller
and Charles 1991]), which has been widely used to evaluate algorithmic measures of
semantic relatedness. Both the new datasets show strong interannotator agreement
and have better interannotator agreement than the WordSim353 datasets.

6.2.2. Semantic Relatedness Evaluation. The state-of-the-art method for cross-lingual se-
mantic relatedness is Response-BC introduced by Vulić and Moens [2013]. As dis-
cussed in their results, the performance of the TI+Cue method was very close to this
method on all the corpora used in their experiments. For example, the average differ-
ence between the two methods for the Top 10 Accuracy (Acc10) measure was less than
5.6%. Since our objective is to demonstrate the effect of auxiliary languages, rather than
propose a new algorithm for cross-lingual semantic relatedness, we decided to use the
TI+Cue-SR method as our baseline, since the code was already available. The TI+Cue
method was also used to construct the scoring functions SXY

raw in AUX-COMB-SR.
To evaluate the impact of using auxiliary languages, we computed the correlation

between the human-assigned scores and the scores from TI+Cue-SR and AUX-COMB-
SR. The results are shown in Table XIII. We see significant improvement in both linear
(Pearson’s ρ) and rank correlation (Spearman’s ρ and Kendall’s τ ) when compared to
the state-of-the-art baseline. The language pair ml-mr has languages from different
families and is harder to solve, as can be seen from the extremely low correlation
achieved by the baseline. AUX-COMB-SR is particularly useful in this case and causes
more than a 200% improvement in rank correlation, and more than an 84% improve-
ment in linear correlation.

6.3. Wikipedia Title Suggestion—User Study

We performed a user study on the WikiTSu system for the language pair Kannada-
Hindi to assess the quality of the cross-lingual titles suggested. The quality of sug-
gestions for source words that are Wikipedia titles has been exhaustively studied in
Section 6.1.5. In the user study, we focused on source words that are not Wikipedia ti-
tles. The Kannada Wikipedia (14K articles) is much smaller than the Hindi Wikipedia
(100K articles), so we chose Kannada as the source language.

Study Methodology. We randomly selected 3,200 words from the kn corpus that were
not titles and removed common verbs, adjectives, parts of names, very common nouns,
and noise words—these are unlikely to be article titles in Hindi (or any other language),
giving a final list of 512 words. For each kn word k, we scored the hi vocabulary and
presented the top-scoring hi title h to a user, with the following instructions: Suppose
a user sees k in an article and wants to know more about the concept K represented by
the word k. Let H be the article corresponding to h. Score h as 1 if H is about the concept
K, 0.5 if H contains information about concept K, and 0 otherwise. This exercise was
performed independently by two users.

Results. For each scoring method (TI+Cue-WTS and AUX-COMB-WTS), for each k,
we averaged the relevance score given by the two users and then averaged that over
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Table XIV. User Study on WikiTSu: Average Score of Suggested Titles and User
Agreement Metrics (Left) and the Weight Matrix for Weighted κ (Right)

TI+Cue-WTS AUX-COMB-WTS
Avg. score 0.298 0.360

Agreement 83% 81%
Cohen’s κ 0.69 0.68
Weighted κ 0.83 0.81

User 2
W 1 0.5 0

U
se

r
1 1 0 1 3

0.5 1 0 1
0 3 1 0

all k. The results are shown in Table XIV. We see that using AUX-COMB-WTS leads to
a 20% improvement in the quality of titles. The Cohen κ agreement is good but does
not take the ordering of the scores into account—a disagreement of 0 versus 1 is worse
than 0 versus 0.5. We computed the weighted κ [Cohen 1968] using the weight matrix
W shown in Table XIV and found very good agreement.35

7. FUTURE WORK

In this article, we explored using auxiliary language corpora for two fundamental tasks
in the cross-lingual domain (translation induction and semantic relatedness measure-
ment) and one applied task (Wikipedia title (headword) suggestion). In the comparable
corpora-only setting, and in the absence of any other resources, these problems are
hard to solve and current approaches do not give satisfactory results. For the CC-TCI
task, we demonstrated remarkable improvements in performance for 21 language pairs
when using auxiliary languages. We created two new human-annotated datasets for
the CC-CLSR task and demonstrated significant gains from the use of auxiliary lan-
guages. The datasets have been made publicly available to facilitate further research in
this new area. For the real-world application of Wikipedia title suggestion, we built the
WikiTSu system and have made the code and data for the system publicly available.
We conducted a user study and found that using auxiliary languages helps significantly
improve the quality of the output of WikiTSu. This study raises interesting questions
regarding the effect of the number of languages, language family, and corpus char-
acteristics and quality. The inclusion of multiword units raises new challenges. The
model combination framework allows easy introduction of other cues besides auxiliary
language corpora (e.g., transliteration models for names). We plan to explore these
questions and ideas in future work.
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